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*Anderson, Catherine.  **Star Bright.**  Signet, 2009.  418 p.  (fiction)
   NW 813.6 BANERJE 2006
   NW 813.6 BARNES 2008
   NW 971.13 BLANCHE 1968; RARE 971.13 BLANCHE 1968
   NW 813.6 BRIGGS
   NW 813.6 CAIN 2007
   NW 971.1004 CARR 2003; R 971.1004 CARR 2003
Originally published 1942.
   NW 971.1004 CARR 1942
   NW 979.748 WHERE T 2008; R 979.748 WHERE T 2008
Cole, Marjorie Kowalski.  **Correcting the Landscape.**  HarperCollins, 2006.  228 p.  (fiction)
   NW 813.6 COLE 2006
Craven, Margaret.  **I Heard the Owl Call my Name.**  Doubleday, 1973.  166 p.  (fiction)
   NW 813.54 CRAVEN 1973
   NW 813.6 CRUTCHE 2007; R 813.6 CRUTCHE 2007
Czerneda, Julie.  **Survival: Species Imperative #1.**  DAW Books, 2004.  401 p.  (fiction)
   NW 813.6 CZERNE 2003

*Indicates a book not currently owned by Washington State Library
Davis, Claire. **Winter Range.** Picador USA, 2001. 262 p. (fiction)  
NW 813.6 DAVIS 2001

NW 813.6 DEAN 2006

NW 813.6 DELANY 2007

NW 813.6 DEVEREL 2006

NW 813.6 DOIG 2006

NW 979.701 DOWNEY 2000; R 979.701 DOWNEY 2000

NW 813.6 GLOSS 2007; R 813.6 GLOSS 2007

NW 813.6 GUTERSO 2008; R 813.6 GUTERSO 2008

NW 813.6 HOGAN 2008


NW 917.9504 LEIGHTO 1995; R 917.9504 LEIGHTO 1995

Originally published in 1883 under the title *Life at Puget Sound.*

LeMieux, Richard. **Breakfast at Sally’s: One Homeless Man’s Inspirational Journey.** Skyhorse Pub., 2008. 433 p. (non-fiction)  
NW 305.569 LEMIEUX 2008; R 305.569 LEMIEUX 2008

RARE 917.3003 HOME GR 2006; 917.3003 HOME GR 2006

NW 979.6031 LUKAS 1997; R 979.6031 LUKAS 1997

*Indicates a book not currently owned by Washington State Library
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   NW 551.6979 MASS 2008; R 551.6979 MASS 2008


Murphy, C.E. **Urban Shaman.** Luna, 2005. 344 p. (fiction)
   NW 813.6 MURPHY 2005; R 813.6 MURPHY 2005

   NW 813.6 NEWMAN 2008

   NW 363.1196 OLSEN 2005; RARE 363.1196 OLSEN 2005

   NW 979.731 REYES 2008

*Richardson, Bill. **Bachelor Brothers’ Bed and Breakfast.** Douglas & McIntyre, 1993. 152 p. (fiction)

   NW 813.54 ROBINSON 1980; R 813.54 ROBINSON 1980

   NW 550.92 SOENNICHSEN 2008

   NW 813.6 STIRLING 2004


   NW 813.54 TAYLOR 2002

   NW 813.6 WIGGINS 2007; R 813.6 WIGGINS 2007

*Indicates a book not currently owned by Washington State Library


NW 813.6 WOOD 2007

*Indicates a book not currently owned by Washington State Library